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Abstract
This paper presents the pilot top-down climate stress test of the Hungarian banking system over the 2020-2050 horizon. The focus is on a core indicator of financial soundness, the ratio of non-performing loans (to non-financial companies). Three scenarios are considered with different grades of compliance with the Paris Agreement. Results show
that, by 2050, the sectoral excess ratios of non-compliance are scattering from 0 to 19 percentage points.
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Introduction
The gathering storm clouds of climate change challenge our current way of being, not only in the
economy but in our everyday lives as well. The exposure of different actors, however, varies considerably over space and time. For example, the rising global frequency and magnitude of droughts,
floods, wildfires, and the collapse of biodiversity affects a European agricultural firm quite differently than one located close to the Equator, or a microelectronic company anywhere in the world.
Also, an ambitious path for a carbon tax affects a coal-fired power plant and a software development company completely differently.
Physical and transition risks influence default risks, which have an impact on bank solvency depending on the structure of loan exposures. Thus, it is no surprise that more and more central
banks (and other institutions responsible for financial stability) have decided to bring these steadily
intensifying challenges to the forefront of public debate. Globally, we are still at the very beginning
of the progress, only at the stage of knowledge accumulation. Consequently, at this point, the goal
should not be supervision and sanctioning, but rather a warning and a call for the dialogue between
stakeholders. The Magyar Nemzeti Bank (MNB), which is also part of this pioneering process, prepared its first pilot 30-year pilot climate stress with a focus on the quality of bank loans.
Several prerequisites must be met to test the climate soundness of the financial system. First, the
factors influencing global warming (e.g. concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere)
need to be translated into economic realities. Second, for the reasons discussed above, this must
be carried out in a sectoral disaggregation. Third, two-way feedback mechanisms between natural
and economic modules should be incorporated. This feature is essential for the coherent derivation
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of the different physical and transition consequences of various policies. In this experimental project, the climate-informed economic model of Cambridge Econometrics (CE) was utilised to obtain
the sectoral economic data. Based on a selected group of economic variables it provided, I have
mapped the ratio of non-performing loans to economic realities and made conditional forecasts
for 2020-2050 in a sectoral disaggregation covering all (non-financial) activities. As a result, excess
ratios of non- and imperfect compliance paths are presented, along with the HUF amount of these
excess risks assuming static distribution of loan portfolio.

1. Climate-informed economic variables
CE’s demand-driven macro-sectoral econometric model, called E3ME, has been continuously developed for 30 years. It integrates global economic, energetic, and environmental processes, i.e. it
is suitable for running climatic scenarios. Based on predefined policy and regulatory assumptions
and the consequent development of factors affecting the climate, it provides the paths of several
sector-level economic variables (investment, exports etc.). Note, however, that physical risks are
only calculated on the level of gross value added and not that of its components. Since E3ME allows
the economy to operate below potential output (i.e. there can be, and usually are, free capacities),
and assumes that supply adapts to demand, it usually reaches very different conclusions compared
to general equilibrium models when examining the impacts of various policies (for a detailed technical presentation of E3ME, see Cambridge Econometrics 2019).
CE prepared three scenarios for the MNB with a horizon of 2050: orderly transition (OT), failed
transition (FT), disorderly transition (DT). The first two are in line with the related NGFS (2020)
narratives, but the latter is not. In orderly transition, countries that have ratified the Paris Agreement take further decarbonisation steps in addition to their previous commitments.1 As a result of
these actions, global temperatures are expected to be less than 1.5 degrees Celsius above the “preindustrial” level of the second half of the 19th century by the end of 2100.2 It is assumed that most
sectors fall under the umbrella of a global emission trading scheme with rising carbon prices, renewables receive high subsidies and feed-in tariffs, mandates on the ratio of electric vehicles and
biofuel blending are tightened, energy-efficiency investments are at a high level, and significant
investments are made in carbon capture and storage technologies. The basis for Hungary-specific
assumptions (in addition to EU-specific ones, which are qualitatively similar to the global ones in
this scenario) is the National Energy and Climate Plan (NECP) of 2020-2030 (see ITM 2019). Hungarian subsidies and investments are solar-focused, that is, wind energy, for example, suffers a
severe disadvantage.
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The counterpart is the failed transition scenario. In this scenario, the previously announced climate
and energy policy measures remain in force, but beyond these no new aspirations are articulated
(as a result of which excess global temperature will rise to about 3.6 degrees Celsius). In this case,
the world does the business as usual, the EU ETS continues to operate with the current low carbon
prices, the specifications on biofuel blending and the subsides of renewables and energy-efficiency
projects remain modest. Specific Hungarian assumptions continue to be based on NECP 2020-2030
with slower removal of carbon usage and more moderate solar investments.
The disorderly transition scenario embodies an intermediate trajectory in which implementation
of the principles set out in the Paris Agreement is the same as in orderly transition, but the financial
system starts to price in climate risks belatedly in a swift manner (after 2025). In this scenario, the
excess physical damages compared to orderly transition are avoided, but since the measures are
implemented unexpectedly, they come with negative (basically temporary) economic shocks.
For the interpretation of various future macroeconomic paths and their underlying risks, the introduction of the concept of “climate-uninformed baseline” (CUB) is necessary. It indicates the hypothetical trajectory that would occur in the absence of additional decarbonisation steps, but without
its destructive physical consequences. That is, it is the failed transition scenario free of physical
risks. Figure 1 shows the projected effects for Hungarian and world GDP in the two extreme cases.
Note that all CE data are modelled from 2019.

Figure 1: GDP effects of physical and transition risks
[difference from CUB GDP levels in percent]
Own figures. Data: CE.

In case of failed transition, Hungarian GDP level are expected to be 4.25 percent lower than that
of CUB by the end of 2050 due to the physical consequences of climate change. However, the road
up to this point is at least as important: we are not dealing with a one-off negative shock in the
distant future, but a path in which, year after year, there will be (relatively) fewer and fewer goods
to share.
On the contrary, in the case of orderly transition, the physical effects are significantly reduced in
parallel with the more subdued rise in global temperature. Moreover, CE’s E3ME model suggests
that the transition is actually not a risk, but rather an opportunity for the Hungarian economy since
it entails GDP surplus. It also implies that physical and transition risks in Hungary are not
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antagonists in most of the sectors. The combined effect of the risks is also positive, which conveys
the message that an orderly global (including Hungarian) transition to a climate-friendly operation
is highly desirable for the Hungarian economy. At global level, however, it is not the perception at
all. Figure 1 makes it clear that even though the transition is desirable, it is far from being a triumphal march. That is, several countries are expected to pay heavy price, regardless of the action or
inaction of international community.
Figure 2 breaks down the Hungarian transition risks of Figure 1 into its main elements.

Figure 2: Decomposition of the GDP effects of transition risks
[difference from CUB GDP levels in percent]
Own calculations. Underlying data: CE.

On the aggregate level, the main drivers of the economic transition are investment and net export.
It implies the rising investment in key infrastructures that are to be decarbonised, i.e. energy production and transportation (e.g. railways). Construction, metal, and electronics industry also benefit from these investments. The restructuring of the automotive industry to more fuel-efficient or
electric-powered technologies also provides a (temporary) impetus for investment and foreign
trade in the related sectors.3 The conditions for sectors producing and using fossil fuels deteriorate.
Nevertheless, the balance of trade is greatly improved by declining fuel imports, which allows a
larger portion of household income to be spent on other products. This new-found income boosts
the output of the agriculture, food production and consumer goods sectors. Consumption is also
strengthened by the model assumption that the government cuts VAT revenue by the amount of
revenue it raises from a carbon tax. In the later stages, however, when energy efficiency becomes
prevalent, consumption becomes more restrained. For an exhaustive description of assumptions
and causalities, see Fazekas et al. (2021).
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Figure 3: Sectoral GVA effects of physical and transition risks
[2020-2050, difference from sectoral CUB GVA levels in percent]
Legend: Red - FT (physical only), Green - OT (physical - long dashed, transition - short dashed)
Own figures. Data: CE.
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Figure 3 shows the projected effects of physical and transition risks on sectoral gross value added
(GVA) in the two extreme scenarios.4 In failed transition, physical risks entail continuously evolving
costs, up to 3.4 to 5.2 percent of the sectoral GVAs by 2050. By contrast, in the orderly transition,
physical risks are reasonably lower by the end of the examined period: they amount to 0.7 to 1.1
percent, while economic transformation gives an extra boost for most of the sectors. This dominant group not only avoid the harsh negative consequences of inaction but take advantage of
newly opened-up opportunities. That is, they can exceed the hypothetical paths of the climateuninformed world. There are some exceptions, e.g. manufacture of vehicles. Of course, thanks to
the transition, they can remain close to their CUBs and so avoid the much worse paths of failed
transition.
It should be noted, however, that sectoral paths imply more or less dispersed paths at the firm
level. For example, at least for now, the available green solutions for car manufacturers are more
advanced than for truck manufacturers. On the other hand, trucks are less expandable in the economy. Both parties have to deal with stranded assets though (similar to carbon-intensive units, such
as coal-fired power plants).

2. Focusing on NPL ratio
Conventional 2-3-year financial stress tests are comprehensive, and thus they imply the projections
of a multitude of elements of balance sheet and income statement for solvency calculations. The
question is how realistic is to model the full spectrum of credit, market, operational, liquidity etc.
risks over a 30-year period in a top-down manner. This would require a myriad of assumptions (e.g.
about the future behavioural function of individual banks), which would make the interpretability
of findings highly questionable. According to the principle of subsidiarity, such an exercise seems
more sensible using a bottom-up approach, i.e. in which the banks themselves perform the analyses based on climate scenarios defined and provided by the relevant authority. It is certainly no
coincidence that even well-resourced institutions such as the French central bank in cooperation
with the prudential supervision authority (Allen et. al 2020) or the British central bank (Bank of
England 2019) follow the bottom-up approach. Nevertheless, a recent paper of European Central
Bank (Alogoskoufis et al. 2021) shows an ambitious top-down exercise by incorporating credit and
market risks, and, for the time being, assuming static balance sheet.
In this paper, I focused on the ratio of non-performing loans to total loans.5 I chose this indicator,
which is one of the core measures of financial soundness (see e.g. IMF 2019), because of its relative
autonomy. I argue that it is relatively less dependent on influencing factors other than pure economic variables, compared to contenders such as earnings or capital.
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Empirical evidence underscores that ability-to-pay depends positively on economic growth. Theoretically, by easing or tightening credit ratings, banks could indirectly shift the probability of default
and thus could weaken the validity of previously observed connections between economic conditions and payment ability. In practice, however, the compliance with capital requirements and the
goal of profit maximization leave less room for this kind of discretionary behaviour. While other
core indicators are affected by cycles as well, they are significantly influenced by additional motifs.
For example, pre-tax earnings are affected by bank decisions about provisions (e.g. for expected
credit losses) or write-offs. Retained earnings are affected by dividend decisions. Capital adequacy
is affected by the capital injection decisions of foreign parent bank (which may also operate in a
very different macroeconomic environment). Accordingly, it seems less plausible to map these variables to pure economic variables.
In the analysis, I took the following assets into account: end-of-month transaction-level (on-balance and off-balance sheet) outstanding principals of HUF and FX credits, loans, credit-type agreements, financial leases (hereafter together “loans”) provided by other monetary financial institutions to non-financial companies.6 This data is available in NACE (rev2) level 2 granularity, but only
from April 2012. Moreover, the repayment moratorium, which came into force on 18 March 2020
in Hungary, also represents a major challenge as it cut the link between economic situation and
payment ability, i.e. it practically shortened the sample available.
The issue of flows from banks to factoring companies also had to be examined. If factoring were
prevalent, we could get a biased picture of the relationship between economic situation and nonperformance if only the non-performing loans held in banks' portfolios were considered. My analysis showed that, at the system level, this activity affects only a minor percent of non-performing
loans, and thus I ignored these flows.7
Figure 4 shows the available samples. Although the levels of ratios are markedly different, the
downward movement is perceptible in parallel with the economic upturn from 2013-14. The available sample is too small to encompass a full cycle, but it does include a small bust period in 20122013. Thus, the models can be trained on varied data.
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Sectoral classification of foreign companies not having a Hungarian tax number, sole traders and proprietorships are
in whole or in part incomplete, and so I also excluded them from the calculations. All of these excluded items account
for only one fifth of the total outstanding principals (on average).
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Figure 4: Historical NPL ratios
[2012 Q2 - 2019 Q4, in percent]
Own figures. Data: MNB.
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3. Framework for translating economic data to NPL ratios
CE provided the time series of six original variables (of dominantly NACE level 1 activities): investment, export, import, number of employees, unit labour cost (ULC), gross value added (GVA). One
crucial problem was, however, that E3ME is not capable of providing physical risks for all of these
variables but only for GVA. A comprehensive climate assessment, however, requires not only the
incorporation of transition risks but also physical risks. Moreover, in light of the relatively short
loan series, another critical issue was the annual frequency of CE data.
Under these circumstances, my approach was the following: (i) exploiting all available information
using as many explanatory variables as possible, (ii) keeping degrees of freedom at the maximum,
(iii) with the goal of making conditional point forecasts. To solve this puzzle, we should start at the
end, i.e. at the ultimate goal. Recall that only GVA data contains both physical and transition risks.
It follows that it plays the title role when projecting various NPL-ratio scenarios. But it also implies
that set(s) of predictor variables that are strongly related to GVA should not be incorporated into
the model.8 Both macroeconomic theory and actual data suggest two such variables: import and
number of employees. The remaining set of variables are relatively less correlated with GVA. Investment telegraphs interest rate conditions, export represents foreign demand, and ULC is an
important indicator of business conditions, including the potential deficiencies of labour taxation
policies.
It is generally true that even less accurate high frequency data are preferable to more accurate low
frequency data. No wonder that interpolation methods are widely used in official statistics. I converted annual sectoral CE data to quarterly using the Cholette (1984) modification of Denton’s
(1971) method. For a crosscheck, I also converted the series of aggregated GVAs and found that it
was nicely in line with Eurostat’s quarterly GDP data.9 This is not a surprise at all, for two reasons:
First, the aggregate annual GVA of CE was derived from Eurostat GDP. Second, although Eurostat
recently uses the method of Chow and Lin (1971) by national accounts, it used to apply that of
Denton (see Eurostat 2016).
Not only logic, but also empirics suggest the strong connection between economic performance
and payment ability. For example, based on long Eurozone time series, Sørensen et al. (2009)
showed the cointegrating relationship between loan demand of non-financial companies and economic variables including GDP, and that loans depended positively on GDP. It follows, however,
that the ratio of non-performing loans (ceteris paribus) is expected to be “normal” in a stable economic situation, i.e. when output is close to the potential, below normal when there is a boom,
and above normal when there is a bust. On these grounds, NPL ratios are expected to be level
stationary.
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High collinearity is not a pairwise property, but that of sets of explanatory variables.
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In this crosscheck, naturally, GVA of financial and insurance activities (K) was also involved.
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Modelling possible cointegrating relationships in our case would have been futile. Small sample
with interpolated sectoral variables might have not in themselves advocate this, but the real obstacle was the unfulfilled prerequisite for making coherent conditional forecasts on this basis (recall, all variables but GVA lack the physical risks). Thus, I decided on an unusual procedure: I took
the “gap” of all economic variables as is often the case with output. When calculating gaps, I always
used the full samples available, and so lots of information outside training period could be also
incorporated. Table 1 summarises the original variables, their transformations and their usage in
model estimation and forecasting.
Table 1: Variables
Original variables
(levels)

Unit

Time,
Frequency

GVA (CUB)
Investment (CUB)

million EUR
(2018)

1995-2050
annual

Igap
Xgap

thousand EUR
(2018)

2010-2050
annal

GVA (OT)
GVA (FT)

Transformation steps on full sample

GVAgap

Export (CUB)
ULC (CUB)

My variables
(ratios)

million EUR
(2018)

1995-2050
annual

estimate
1. Denton-Cholette year-to-quarter frequency conversion
2. Univariate HP filter (λ=1600) → cycle,
trend
3. gap := cycle / trend

estimate,
forecast

ULCgap
GVAgap (OT)

GVA (DT)

GVAgap (FT)
GVAgap (DT)

1. Denton-Cholette year-to-quarter frequency conversion
2. cycle := GVA (scen) - GVA (CUB) trend
3. gap := cycle / GVA (CUB) trend

2012 M41. Month to quarter by averaging
2019 M12
NPL
2. Non-performing loans / total loans
monthly
Own table. Sources of series: CE (VA and ULC levels), MNB (loan levels).

Non-performing
loans

Usage
e.: 2012 Q2 2019 Q4
f.: 2020 Q1 2050 Q4

HUF
(current prices)

forecast

estimate

The KPSS test with Bartlett kernel and Newey-West bandwidth fails to reject the null hypothesis of
level stationarity of NPL ratios at significance level of 1 percent (in some cases 5 percent). With
quadratic spectral kernel, which suggests a more accurate estimate of long-run variance in medium-size samples (see Hobijn et al. 2014), the p-values are even more elevated. In the case of
explanatory variables, the null cannot be rejected at a significance level of 5 percent (in several
cases 10 percent), which suggests level stationarity even more. Moreover, as Jönsson (2011)
showed, the small-sample critical values of KPSS can be much higher than asymptotic critical values, i.e. the test has a considerable upward size distortion in finite samples. Consequently, I consider the transformed variables level stationary.
The uniform model estimated on sample 2012 Q2 - 2019 Q4 was
𝑁𝑃𝐿𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐼𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑈𝐿𝐶𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐺𝑉𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑝𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 ,
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where 𝜀𝑡 ~𝑁(0, 𝜎 2 ).10 The default method was OLS, but there were 2 exceptions out of 18 sectors.
In those cases, the forecasted NPL ratios would go below zero with OLS and so left-censored TOBIT
was applied (sector C17-C18 and I).
For almost all sectors, Jarque-Bera and White tests did not reject the null of normality and homoskedasticity of residuals. At the same time, (typically first-order) autocorrelation showed up in
most cases. Since lagged response variable was not included as explanatory variable, the OLS parameter estimates remained unbiased but not the standard errors. Thus, I used Newey and West’s
(1987) heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation-consistent (HAC) estimator to obtain the “true”
standard deviations of coefficients. The quotation marks might be justified because of the known
size distortion of HAC.11 Although it distorts typically upwards, it is reassuring to a certain extent
that the p-values of t-test of GVA gaps are generally extremely small.
Table 2 summarises the estimates and related tests. Most models reliably capture the inverse relationship between the cyclical situation and non-payment. That is, economic boom go hand in
hand with lower NPL ratio and vice versa. The sensitivity to cycles is quite diverse though. In three
models (C26-28, G, J), the GVA gap proved to be statistically insignificant (and thus there is no
significant difference between forecasted scenarios of NPL ratio, see later). In some cases (DE, F,
H), strong multicollinearity showed up by GVA gap, and so its parameter estimates are less reliable
because of inflated standard errors. The method was OLS, and hence the models are not biased.
Note that it is not the scope of this study to build unique models for unconditional forecasts but to
make forecasts conditional upon the estimated relationships over the full sample and the given
future paths of explanatory variables. Nevertheless, the parameters seem to be robust to sampling.
After chopping four quarters from the end of the sample, estimates showed very similar outcomes,
which does not suggest overfitting.
The forecast period of the NPL ratio is 2020 Q1 - 2050 Q4. The idea is that projections are made by
feeding the estimated models with the given CUB gaps, while physical and transition risks are encapsulated entirely into the GVA gap. It follows that the differences in forecasted NPL ratio paths
of scenarios are up to the differences in GVA gaps. On the forecast horizon, the GVA gap is assumed
to be the gap between the level of the actual scenario and the trend of CUB level. In two thirds of
the models, the multicollinearity affecting the GVA gap is low or modest, and consequently its parameter estimates and thus the differences between the forecasts of various scenarios are reasonable. In cases of strong multicollinearity affecting the GVA gap, the parameter estimates of the
GVA gap and that of variable(s) concerned might have been shifted. In those cases, different GVA
gaps might have been more coherent with different path(s) of the variable(s) concerned.
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It is less known that a relationship between sluggish stationary variables might also be spurious (see Granger et al.
2001). Nevertheless, in the case of loan performance and economic performance, empirics proved that they are not
independent.
11

The bandwidth selection of Newey and West (1994) which I have applied does not amend this problem.
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Table 2: Model estimates (NPL ratio as regressand)
Agriculture, forestry, fishing (A)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.028695
0.2069 1.181679
Xgap
-0.373930
0.0013 2.730648
ULCgap -0.095430
0.0252 2.091870
GVAgap -0.100594
0.0340 2.870512
C
0.032579
0.0000
NA

Mining and quarrying (B)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.008898
0.3562 9.667282
Xgap
-0.605623
0.0001 1.635854
ULCgap -0.467579
0.0187 12.64774
GVAgap -0.088663
0.4798 7.066342
C
0.032734
0.0000
NA

Consumer goods (C10-16, C31-32)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.040810
0.0915 3.542491
Xgap
-0.074821
0.4868 3.126809
ULCgap -0.188084
0.2806 4.739857
GVAgap -0.674008
0.0000 4.454370
C
0.080561
0.0000
NA

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

0.706433
0.280197

0.567412
0.002633

0.834979
0.550548

Paper and printing (C17-18)
Coef.
Pr(z)
Igap
0.085579
0.0336
Xgap
-0.676019
0.0036
ULCgap -0.067075
0.5395
GVAgap -1.361865
0.0000
C
0.057865
0.0000

Chemicals and pharmaceuticals (C19-22)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.0491
0.0155 3.843298
Xgap
0.002487
0.9839 1.503962
ULCgap
-0.0126
0.9032 3.192203
GVAgap -0.20764
0.0000 1.124866
C
0.025003
0.0000
NA

Metals and minerals (C23-25)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.31674
0 2.295716
Xgap
-0.3421
0 1.386102
ULCgap -0.31081
0.0098 8.615231
GVAgap -0.92088
0.0126 9.877428
C
0.069471
0
NA

Scale
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

7.874008
0.030787

0.0000

0.832367
0.491728

0.907041
0.243036

Electronics, machinery (C26-28)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.208375
0.0000 1.918145
Xgap
-0.320630
0.3649 3.479090
ULCgap 0.091164
0.4127 2.641791
GVAgap 0.151177
0.1819 2.481320
C
0.048404
0.0000
NA

Motor/other vehicles (C29-30, C33)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.056964
0.0028 1.487704
Xgap
-0.023538
0.8536 1.787908
ULCgap -0.209408
0.0014 1.094688
GVAgap -0.369584
0.0000 1.390874
C
0.034917
0.0000
NA

Utilities (D, E)
Coef.
Pr(t)
Igap
0.032516
0.1921
Xgap
0.318415
0.0014
ULCgap 0.175292
0.3502
GVAgap -0.736277
0.0011
C
0.068047
0.0000

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

0.590949
0.509917

Construction (F)
Coef.
Pr(t)
Igap
-0.276382
0.4556
Xgap
7.867973
0.0053
ULCgap -1.643941
0.0247
GVAgap -1.683343
0.0147
C
0.158356
0.0000
Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

VIF cent.
3.038959
4.991896
26.81572
24.33850
NA

0.436366
0.811762

0.651351
0.710600

VIF cent.
3.357586
9.740091
3.096440
13.98732
NA

0.701671
0.774890

Wholesale and retail (G)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.237812
0.0000 1.573136
Xgap
-0.104931
0.0201 1.646709
ULCgap -0.535932
0.0000 1.086891
GVAgap -0.158371
0.3010 1.250029
C
0.069110
0.0000
NA

Transportation and storage (H)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
0.014261
0.7862 33.88399
Xgap
-0.110668
0.1136 19.13577
ULCgap -0.246088
0.0000 10.50867
GVAgap -0.743119
0.0004 19.68061
C
0.035909
0.0000
NA

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

0.766919
0.357781

0.918986
0.623282

Accomodation and food service (I)
Coef.
Pr(z)
Igap
0.173373
0.0643
−
−
−
ULCgap -1.960440
0.0000
GVAgap -3.241813
0.0000
C
0.125456
0.0000

Infocommunication (J)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.028910
0.8735 7.504104
Xgap
-0.907234
0.2348 1.946504
ULCgap -0.082586
0.8108 2.035247
GVAgap -1.050420
0.2263 6.054934
C
0.050973
0.0000
NA

Real estate activities (L)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
0.419568
0.0003 1.383412
−
−
−
−
ULCgap -1.864417
0.0000 1.383694
GVAgap -3.356892
0.0000 1.025644
C
0.148326
0.0000
NA

Scale
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

7.874008
0.788807

0.0000

0.358493
0.010136

0.880032
0.000035

Prof., scient. and tech. activities (M)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.171671
0.0030 6.256537
Xgap
-0.014261
0.6355 2.379229
ULCgap -1.004319
0.0000 3.954208
GVAgap -1.885136
0.0000 1.486156
C
0.085336
0.0000
NA

Administrative and support service (N)
Coef.
Pr(t) VIF cent.
Igap
-0.005345
0.6179 2.331380
Xgap
-0.037093
0.0387 1.158292
ULCgap 0.124048
0.0554 2.224161
GVAgap -0.534615
0.0000 1.751587
C
0.035391
0.0000
NA

Igap
Xgap
ULCgap
GVAgap
C

Coef.
0.101116
-1.135199
-1.685650
-2.586695
0.111291

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

Adj. R2
Pr(JB)

0.824733
0.000000

0.919456
0.753719

0.674258
0.580240

Publ. adm., educ., health, ... (O,P,Q,R,S,T,U)

Pr(t)
0.0018
0.0060
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

VIF cent.
2.170941
2.613221
3.426513
2.602496
NA

Sample: 2012 Q2 - 2019 Q4. Variables are in ratio. Default method is OLS (exceptions: C17-18 and I of left-censored
TOBIT). The t-tests are based on HAC (Newey-West) standard errors. There is no export in I and L.
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4. Excess NPL in adverse scenarios
Figure 5 shows the differences between point forecasts of failed/disorderly transition and orderly
transition. The main message is that the debt payment ability of various industries and hence the
risks run by banks can show huge differences depending on the global (including Hungarian) economic paths examined. In failed transition, for example, real estate activities (L) could see an excess
of about 14 percentage points in NPL ratios by 2050, primarily because of its high cyclical sensitivity. Accommodation and food services (I) shows similar cyclical sensitivity and physical risks of
failed transition, but it expects a net benefit from transition that real estate activities (L) do not
(see Figure 3 and Table 2). Thus, sector I’s excess is a few percentage points higher than L’s by
2050. By contrast, even though the figures of paper and printing (C17-18) convey similar excess,
the composition of underlying factors are quite different. Its huge net benefit of orderly transition
is balanced by low cyclical sensitivity. Overall, sectoral models suggest a permanent deterioration
in loan quality (in relative terms) as a consequence of doing business as usual rather embarking on
the path of orderly transition. In disorderly transition, the effects are mostly temporary and concentrated after 2025, but there are a few exceptions (metals, construction, real estate).
Naturally, it must be kept in mind that a certain level of excess NPL ratio means completely different things in an industry with high solvency than in one with low solvency. For example, in a historical context, the NPL ratio of construction (F) is higher than that of chemicals and pharmaceutical (C19-22) by an order of magnitude (see Figure 4). One percentage point excess in NPL ratio
might be imperceptible for one, and very unusual for the other.
Concerning the banking system (or individual banks), the extent of excess risk depends on the
abovementioned factors and the distribution of loan exposures. Figure 6 demonstrates the excess
risks on the basis of static amounts of 2019 Q4 loans, i.e. it shows the product of excess NPL ratios
and 2019q4 loans. Huge loans and strongly diverging paths of NPL ratios stand behind the values
of real estate activities (L), making it an outlier. Professional, scientific and technical activities (M)
are among the largest borrowers and its NPL ratio excess jumps by 2050; consequently its high
position is also not surprising. On the other hand, accommodation and food service (I) has far less
loans, while its excess NPL ratio was seen to be the largest.
At the national level, the total excess value at the end of 2050 is roughly half a trillion HUF. Note,
however, that this is a severe underestimation since loan amounts were assumed to be static while
GVAs were not. By dynamizing sectoral loan amounts with the underlying sectoral GVA growths,
i.e. assuming that the loan-to-GVA ratios remain constant, the total value is about a third higher.
Note that it implies a conflux of higher GVAs and thus larger loans with lower NPL ratios of orderly
transition and lower GVAs and thus smaller loans with higher NPL ratios of failed transition.
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Figure 5: Excess NPL ratios
[2020 Q1 - 2050 Q4, percentage point difference from OT]
Legend: Red - FT, Yellow – DT
Notes: GVA gap and thus displayed differences are statistically insignificant for the asterisked sectors (α=0.05). Values of DE, F, and H may be influenced by multicollinearity (VIF>10).
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Figure 6: Excess amount of non-performing loans in failed transition
[Assuming static 2019 Q4 loan amounts]
Note: Values of asterisked sectors are statistically insignificant (α=0.05).

5. Conclusions
With complex large-scale models, the physical consequences of climate change can be converted
into economic numbers, just as the consequences of transition policies. In the context of three
scenarios, I have analysed the sources of potential threats for the banking system. Sectoral debt
payment abilities are widely scattered if comparing orderly and failed transition of the Hungarian
(and global) economy. Disorderly transition due to late pricing of climate risks avoids harsh outcomes, but it also has permanent negative consequences for a few activities.
These results do not in any way imply that sectors with higher excess risk should not be lent. They
indicate that banks should be aware of such or, as conditions change, very different prospects. In
general, they advocate the incorporation of climate-awareness into banks’ long-term risk management.
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